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The Kidnapped Child as a Human Jigsaw Puzzle 
 

 
 
Each fragment of me / is a country of my living.  
Each fragment / of me is a / village I passed through— / 
 
transparent, van / ished, lost. /  
Everywhere I’m from, / over a longest / horizon. 
 
People are from / somewhere. / I’m from somewhere / else. 
Lathed / by the machinery of transport— / 
 
airplane, / last generation’s boats / docking, em / barking.  
My arms / are west and eastern / stretched.  
 
My shoes are the / colour of dust. / Each fragment 
of me, a human / jigsaw cut / and cut into / pieces 
 
molded to fit. / I am the human jigsaw  
whose seams look / like Frankenstein’s psychic /scars.  
 
Piece me together, and / I don’t know / 
what picture may form. / I am  
 
all scenery. / I am rough cardboard 
squiggled, / shaped, / veneered by panorama,  
 
paper-thin pictured. / Piece me / together  
until I can be / human for this while,  
 
broken apart to be / moved again,  
disassembled to be / packed or / thrown away.  
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I am collage, frag / ment of this century, / flake of this life.  
I am tongue and groove / that can’t / talk, can’t / talk. 
 
Jigsaw, I am / the mystery of dis / placement, / the picture 
that implodes, / crumbles, / my pieces, ill-fitting,  
 
dog-eared. The scene, / static in its drab accrual. 
I am pieces and / pieces missing. 
 
Frameless, I am the / whole incomplete. 
I am the picture / imperfect. 
 
Proximity is / ugly. 
Proximity is witnessing / my flaws, the / scars. 
 
Back up to / see me. 
Back / up to see me. 



 
The Kidnapped Child as a Poetic Form 

 
 
 
Because there are two of us again,  
as there were always two of us— 
 
the child and the ghost of the child— 
both of us living inside each other. 
 
Because we remain the two entwined 
with split experiences and the growing 
 
single thought:  something wrong in this 
stolen life, this stranger’s house, not  
 
my genesis, not our birth of circumstance. 
Something wrong far into the bones 
 
that becomes the deepest kind of knowledge, 
a spoon that fits inside a spoon, 
 
a small face that fits inside a face, a denial  
that grows true, woven stronger in couplets. 
 



 
The Kidnapped Child as an Elective Mute 

 
 
 

I 
 
Because I was made to suit them and suit them  
until I could wear nothing else to fit me.  
 
Because I was every minority that even  
minorities looked down on. 
  
Because I was made false to myself 
as I was named false to myself. 
 
 

II 
 
Because it wasn’t my name, so why should I respond to it? 
Because the first thing I learned was that nobody believes a child. 
 
Because nobody was ever listening,  
so why say anything in the first place? 
 
Because, after a while, people give up and leave you alone 
when you just don’t respond to their yelling into your face. 
 
Because it wasn’t my name, so I stopped responding. 
Because what’s the use in living, anyway?  
 



 
III 

 
Because I didn’t have any language for a life 
outside of this bent body. 
 
Because the Requa surf of Hidden Beach spoke better than I, 
I stopped to listen. It was important for me to listen.  
 
Because freedom money isn’t something you talk about. 
Because it was time to die or time to go. 
 
Because I had to leave to find language and the family of language. 
Because nothing up to now was worth saying. 



 
The Kidnapped Child as Landscape 

 
 
Look here. 
It’s important to me. 
 
See this open field, the October moon  
rising over it. Recognise these clouds skulking  
 
over. This is my topography of a kidnapped child,  
of a vanished world in which even the land 
 
leaves you when they move you away 
for hiding, for danger, for exposure and escape. 
 
Look. It’s important. When humans failed, 
only the land could enter my heart. 
 
Only geography could be enough of a friend 
who didn’t ask questions I wasn’t allowed to answer,  
 
who was still as landscape with only slight wind to move, 
and let me walk in it and stay for a while. 
 
There was a wide field in October, a wide field  
misted by Northern air, out past Pekin, the air  
 
ablaze with the rumpled oranges of pumpkins 
that became my eyes in that year of childhood. 
 
Here, let me take off my herringbone coat. 
The bumps of my spine are the redwood cliffs of Requa.  
 
Requa, I love you. Requa and the topography  
of Requa, the only thing I could love,  
 
the only location I could live in alone,  
the brief running away that lent me silence,  
 
the body I let the surf of Hidden Beach  
wash and heal, until my skin became burlwood,  



 
until the ocean at midnight shone back in my eyes. 
Look. It’s important to me, the trace of land  
 
left on my hands, my arms, the Requa mountain  
in my back. My life, a litany of geographies 
 
and lost villages, the slight scar of each leaving. My body,  
a map of every place that captured and escaped from me. 



 
The Kidnapped Child as Multiple Identities 

 
 
I am the baby who was cute enough to take. 
I am the smile from birth, that grew crooked. 
 
I am who they wanted me to be, to be  
able to sleep and wake again in the morning. 
 
I am the enabler who gave the man and woman 
their identities until I lost my own. 
 
I am myself in the fog, the lovely fog of Greenham Common,  
the skin of my hand and myself that tinged with visible air. 
 
I am a ruffled potato chip, the crinkles of my knuckles 
salty to the mouth.  
 
I am a ruffled potato chip, riding  
the ridges of hills in foreign countries. 
 
I am the neighbour child who wandered into wrong houses. 
I am the unbelieved one, at whom teachers only smiled. 
 
I am the tiny fist that went into my mouth.  
I am the taste of absence that filled me. 
 
I am my unnamed self who could only whisper. 
I am the child out of mind, the child out of mind. 
 
 



 
The Kidnapped Child as a Future Autopsy Report 

 
 
 
Does the process take years? Still, I’ve noticed  
my scars get more comfortable, grow almost  
 
friendly as they settle into my skin. Whenever I die,  
let the scars tell the places I went through, give  
 
witness to the years. The broad line underneath my nose is from  
before-memory-began. Cleft or no cleft, something happened. 
 
The bruises, long faded, you can’t see—  
but scars become the visible friends that stay with you. 
 
This vertical scar at the corner of my upper lip  
is from Michigan, when we were hiding in plain sight  
 
after the riots—the autumn the woman beat me  
until she burst blood vessels in her own wrists and arms, her skin  
 
flowering like the brief blaze of leaves. I remember  
my body dodging like a dream. I thought, is this how  
 
a child fights back, by wriggling and weaving, 
occasionally hitting the grownup with his face? 
 
When her arms were bruised enough with the slapping, 
she grabbed a hard hairbrush and smashed my mouth, blood  
 
rocketing out like final speech to stop the moment. 
I don’t remember sound. But years later, I still wear 
 
the silent, whitened scar bisecting my lip. Each time in a mirror,  
that scar murmurs volumes to me. Still, she had been  
 
an amateur. But the man in that house was an artist.  
Look at my dead legs. See the skin gone leathered as the belt  



 
that used to kiss my thighs, until I couldn’t be sent to school  
for fear of questions and reports, the long days I stayed  
 
home in darkness for slow  
healing like an animal.  
 
Part the hair on my scalp:  this long, buried scar on my head  
is my souvenir from San Francisco.  
 
It’s what happened when the man was woken from his nap 
by my noise, grabbed his shaving kit by the bedside and cracked  
 
my skull with it. They couldn’t take me to doctors— 
so my head healed lumpy. I grew more quiet, then. 
 
And the man became a true artist, after that. All his scarrings 
went underground. He used my body as a canvas to paint 
 
bruises on that erased over time, until he could paint me again. 
Coroner, what x-ray do you have that could find those islands? 
 
The old welts on my back are from Ruislip in England. 
This frostbite, from Pekin in Niagara Falls. The fractured  
 
wrist, from Foxton. My corpse is a map of every place  
I was hidden in—this body I used to hate and blame— 
 
wanting to bury myself in the salt mines of Berteschgarten,  
covering over the unseen disfigurements from Wiesbaden,  
 
dreaming of returning to Patmos for exile,  
even exile giving me a semblance of safety. 
 
Coroner, write me down exactly. I went from life  
to kidnapped life. I was dragged from name of town 
 
to name of town. My own name, forgotten in every place. 
My body, left to contain the palest legend, its final trace. 
 
Coroner, when you log my cause of death, let me ask you:   
which cause, which death? There were many. 


